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A psychedelic romantic political incorrect instrumental love sex crime space opera 12 MP3 Songs ROCK:

Psychedelic, ROCK: Instrumental Rock Details: Lost in Love tells the story of Layla Love, who suddenly

finds herself in a strange, surrealistic world. There she has to fight the powers of evil after being

instructed by the mysterious Cybear tm. This task is almost too much for her, but with each adventure (

some of them erotic ) she gets stronger. Finally, with the help of some well know movie characters she

can complete her mission in a final showdown. Extraordinary melodic guitar work, big hammond B3 and

grooves and beats from all around the world are the ingredients of this colourful instrumental album. Blue

Stars late cat, the Bear, became immortal by purring the bass on "Inside The Big Pussy" Each track of the

cd has a related chapter in the short story Lost In Love. This story was written by Peter Blue for the album

and is available as free download from bluestar.de/story.htm Lost In Love was recorded in 1999 and

became very successful on former mp3with nearly 140.000 downloaded tracks. Now this fine album is

available as audio cd for the first time. Here is what fans and critics said: Smokin' acid flavoured jazz that

kicks along with a funky lope and defies you not to start a-fruggin'. But this is no sloppy one chord jam

session free for all; there's a steely professionalism about the arrangement - everything is carefully

layered and placed, every facet is under control - yet the track still bristles with a fundamental energy.

Wah-wah guitar, Hammond organ and a contemporary beat for the feet are the principle elements of the

music, appearing in tightly organised segments. The final minute is given over to a searing solo from

overdriven electric guitar which soars and widdles with the attack and panache of mid-seventies Larry

Carlton. (Peoplesound about "The Task" okt. 2000) "Sweet Guitar with smooth B3 accompaniment. Very

tasty!" ** Hot interaction of Mr. Guitar and Lady Hammond** **These guys already have what Clapton 

Moore are still working on: Killer guitar hand in hand with beats and samples.** Darby Slick, author of the
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hit "Somebody To Love" Hey, cool playing, cool changes and thaks for the love; may it return to you

endlessly!
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